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Abstract

1 INTRODUCTION

In most of the on-line learning research the total on-line loss of the algorithm is compared to
the total loss of the best off-line predictor u from
a comparison class of predictors. We call such
bounds static bounds. The interesting feature of
these bounds is that they hold for an arbitrary sequence of examples. Recently some work has been
done where the comparison vector ut at each trial
t is allowed to change with time, and the total online loss of the algorithm is compared to the sum of
the losses of ut at each trial plus the total “cost” for
shifting to successive comparison vectors. This is
to model situations in which the examples change
over time and different predictors from the comparison class are best for different segments of the
sequence of examples. We call such bounds shifting bounds. Shifting bounds still hold for arbitrary sequences of examples and also for arbitrary
partitions. The algorithm does not know the offline partition and the sequence of predictors that
its performance is compared against.
Naturally shifting bounds are much harder to prove.
The only known bounds are for the case when the
comparison class consists of a finite sets of experts or boolean disjunctions. In this paper we
develop the methodology for lifting known static
bounds to the shifting case. In particular we obtain bounds when the comparison class consists
of linear neurons (linear combinations of experts).
Our essential technique consists of the following.
At the end of each trial we project the hypothesis of the static algorithm into a suitably chosen
convex region. This keeps the hypothesis of the
algorithm well-behaved and the static bounds can
be converted to shifting bounds so that the cost for
shifting remains reasonable.
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Consider the following by now standard on-line learning
model which is a generalization of a model introduced by
Littlestone [Lit89, Lit88, LW94]. Learning proceeds in trials
t = 1,2, . . . , e. The algorithm maintains a parameter vector
(hypothesis), denoted by wt E ZIP. In each trial the algorithm receives an instance xt . It then produces some action
or a prediction for xt based on wt. Finally the algorithm receives an outcome yt and incurs a loss describing how well
the hypothesis wt “performed”on the example (xi, yt). This
loss is some non-negative function L(wt, (xt, yt)).
For example, the algorithm might predict with c(wt .
xt), where g is the logistic function, and the loss might
be the square loss, i.e. f(cr(wt . xt) - yt)2. Thus in this
example w represents a hypothesis hw (2) = a(w . cc).
By choosing a different function 0, the hypotheses class of
the algorithm changes. We abbreviate the loss in trial t by
Lt(wt) and the total loss of the algorithm A on a sequence
S = ((~1, yl), . . . , (Q, ye)) of examples by L(A,S) =
CL

L(w).
In the methodology of worst-case loss bounds the total
loss of the algorithm is expressed as a function of the total loss of any member in a comparison class of predictors,
which is usually a subset of the hypotheses class. Such a predictor u also incurs a loss Lt(u) in each trial and the total
loss of u on the entire sequence is abbreviated as L(u, S) =
Et=, Lt(u). In the simplest case the bounds have the following form
L(A, S) < cL(u, S) + c size(u).

(1)

Here c is a small constant, u is any vector in the comparison
class, and size(u) is a measurement of the size of u. We call
such bounds static bounds, because the comparison vector
u is any member from the comparison class but it does not
change with time. Surprisingly, such bounds are achievable
even when there are no probabilistic assumptions made on
the sequence of examples [Lit88, Vov90, HKW97, CBLW96,
KW94, By197, HKW95]. In this paper we allow the comparison vector u to shift with time. For a sequence S of examples of length e and a schedule of predictors (ui, . . . , ue)
from the comparison class, we seek an upper bound of the
form
L(A, S) 5 cL((ul,.

. . , the), S) + c size( (ur , . . . , ue)).
(2)

Here L((‘~L~, . . , ue), S) is the loss of the schedule of predictors on S, i.e. L((‘z~r,. . , ue), 5’) = E:=, b(w),
and,
intuitively, size((ui, . , ue)) measures the amount of shifting that occurs in the schedule. We call such bounds shifting
bounds. In this paper our bounds use the following measure
of size((ui, . . , ue)):

The link function f is simply the gradient of F, i.e. f =
VF. Note that adding the constant term to F does not change
the corresponding link function. Also, when a linear term is
added to F, the link function changes by an additive constant. However, adding a linear term to F does not change
the divergence DF and the corresponding update (3).
The convex function sq(w) = ~C~=“=,wi’ corresponds
to the identity link, and the divergence for this choice of F is
squared
Euclidean
distance,
denoted
as
the
Dsq(u, w) = Cr=“=,h(r~ - wi)2. Similarly, the convex
function ne(w) = Cr=“=,wi In Wi - Wi (essentially the negative entropy) gives rise to the logarithm link and the unnormalized relative entropy as the divergence function (see
Figure 1): Dne = Cy=“=,(ui In 2 + wi - Ui).
The divergence functions DF are used as potential functions for proving static loss bounds for the corresponding
generalized gradient descent algorithms[CBLW96, KW97a,
HKW95, By197, KW97b]. As in the previous work in convex programming, we use projections based on these divergences.
We now outline how worst-case loss bounds are obtained
in the static case. At the center of all the static proofs [KW94,
HKW9.5, By197, KW97b] for the generalized gradient descent algorithms lies the following type of inequality:
4~) b(w)
- b(v) L(u) i D F (U, Wt) - DF(U, Wt+l).
(5)
Here a and b are non-negative functions that depend on the
learning rate 71and upper bounds on the norms of the instances. Note that DF(IL, wt) - DF(u, wt+l) may be seen
as the progress towards the off-line weight vector u. Since
this inequality holds for each trial, we can sum Equation (5)
over trials. The progresses towards u that appear on the
right-hand sides form a telescoping sum and only the first
and last terms survive:

f-l
Ilbl,~.

.

7udll,

= c

11% - ‘Ilt+lllp

+ lIwllp,

t=1

where 11.1
Ip is a p-norm. This is in accord with previous work
on worst case loss bounds, where the static bound also grows
with a p-norm of the comparison vector. The new shifting
bounds presented in this paper build on previous work of the
authors [HW98] where the loss of the algorithm was compared against the loss of the best shifting expert (see also
[Vov97]) or the best shifting disjunction [AW98]. The work
on shifting experts has been applied to predicting disk idle
times [HLS96] as well as load balancing problems [BB97].
In this paper we discuss general methods of lifting static
bounds to the more complicated shifting case.
We focus on a class of algorithms that is characterized
by a &&function f. Such functions are arbitrary mappings
for which the domain is some open set in !I?, the range is
a subset of !JP, and furthermore the Jacobian off is strictly
positive definite on the whole domain. The update for a given
link function f is as follows:
wt+1 = f-l

(f(w)

- 77V&(wt)).

(3)

Here, f-l denotes the inverse of f and n is a non-negative
learning rate. The general form of these updates was introduced in [GLS97] for linear threshold functions and in
[JW98, KW97b] for regression problems. We refer to these
updates as generalized gradient descent algorithms. For the
sake of simplicity we focus on only two link functions in this
paper, the identity function and the logarithm function. For
the identity link id(w) = w the domain is all of X2” and the
above update becomes the standard Gradient Descent Algorithm (GD). For the logarithm link function the domain is
(0, co)n and In(w) is defined as the component-wise application of the In function, i.e. In(w) = (lnwi, . . . , lnw,).
The generalized gradient descent algorithm for the In link
is the Un-normalized Exponentiated Gradient (EGU) Algorithm [KW97a] (see Figure 1).
The key tool for analyzing the update associated with a
link function f is a divergence function introduced by Bregman [Bre67, CL8 1, Csi91]. These divergences were previously used in convex programming in connection with generalized maximum entropy methods. In the context of online learning various versions of these divergence functions
were first used in [KW97b, GLS97, JW98]). At this point
we introduce the notion of divergence without listing a number of technical conditions specified in the Appendix. Given
a strictly convex function F : E--+3?, where E C !JY is a
closed convex set and ri E denotes the relative interior of E,
then the Bregman divergence DF : E x ri E+[O, cs) is defined as
DF(u, 20) = F(u) - F(w) + (w - u, VF(w)).

a(rlMA,

S) - b(rl)L((ul,
DF(%%)

. . . ,w), s) L
-

D~(~,we+l).

(6)

The last term DF(u, w!+~) can be dropped, since the divergence is non-negative and we are forming an upper bound.
The first term DF(ZL, wl) plays the role of the size measure
of u. Rearranging the above and picking a good choice for 71
gives bounds of the form (1).
The new approach (which allows us to prove bounds for
the shifting case) starts with picking a suitable convex region
I. After the usual update the hypothesis vector is projected
into this convex region. This gives us two benefits: first, we
can show that the generalized gradient descent algorithms
may be modified to maintain convex constraints on the hypothesis vector. Second, we show that shifting bounds may
readily be obtained. The convex region plays a key role in
bounding the size of the schedule of predictors.
Definition and properties of the Projection Update
The projection of a point z onto a closed convex set I is
simply the point in I’ closest to 2 w.r.t. the divergence DF.
Definition 1.1. The projection of a point w wxt. divergence
DF : E x ri E+[O, 00) where E c P onto a closed convex
set I? is defined by:
P(r,~,)(w)
= argminuernEDF(u,
w).
(7)

(4)

Here (u, w) denotes the usual dot product in ?I?.
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In the Appendix we show that the projection exists and
is unique.
Recall the standard Pythagorean Theorem for the divergence associated with the identity link:

ll(ui,...
,u~)]I,and]I~~I]~,andtheboundsforC-EGU(regu)
depend on ]I (ui , . . . , ue) I], of the predictor schedules and
Ilxtll,.

Calculating the projection P(r,DF) (w) may be computationally expensive. For our example algorithms the projections Ptr gd,Dsq)
(w) and P(regu,Dne) (20) are easily com-

IJu - wl12 = IIu - p(l2 + Ilp - wl12, when u - p I p - w.
The orthogonality condition can be rewritten as p being a
projection of w onto a plane that contains u. Here projections are w.r.t. the (squared) Euclidean distance. Surprisingly, the Pythagorean Theorem holds for projections w.r.t.
DF divergences.

putable (see Figure 1) in O(n) time. In particular, the projection update Ptregu, one) (w) corresponds to simple weight
clipping. Similar updates were used in the Fixed-share Algorithm [HW98], WML [LW94] and the algorithms for tracking disjunctions [AW98].

Theorem 1.2. (Generalized Pythagoras) Given a divergence
: E x ri E+[O, KI), a closed convex set r such that
DF
rnri E # 0, andpoints w E ri E and u E I?, then
DF(~,

W)

>

DF(K

p(rpF)(W))

f

An overview of proof techniques based on projections
We have three results. First, we show that if the predictor u
from the comparison class lies in the constraint set, then the
previous static loss bounds hold for the constraint algorithm.
Second, we prove a shifting bound on a predictor schedule
, ue) whose predictors must all lie in I’. These re(w,...
sults follow almost immediately from properties of projections and the static bounds. Third (more tricky), we show
for C-EGU(Iegu) that the shifting bound may be extended
from predictors in the constraint set regu = [z, F]” to predictors in the larger set [0, $1”. Interestingly, in this case
the shifting loss bound obtained via the projection update
of this paper is similar to the loss bound of the Fixed-share
Algorithm[HW98].
For the first part recall that wt is the weight vector at the
start of a trial, and w? the weight vector between the two
updates. With this notation, Inequality (5) becomes

DF(P(T,D~)(W),W).

(8)
In the special case when IY is a hyperplane then the above
becomes an equality.
Note that this inequality is opposite to the triangle inequality that holds for a (distance) metric. This is the reason
that we call DF a divergence instead of a distance.
The above theorem has been proven many times under
a variety of assumptions, see for instance [Bre67, Csi91,
JB90]. For the sake of completeness we provide a streamlined proof in the Appendix. The below corollary of the
Generalized Pythagorean Theorem will be used repeatedly
in the analyses of our algorithms.
Corollary 1.3. Given a divergence DF : E x ri E-+[O, oo),
a closed convex set IT such that rnri E # 0, and points
w E riEandu
E l?,then
DF(%

W)

-

DF(U,

+,o,)(W))

2

0

a(rl)-k(Wt)

%+I

(f(wt)

- qVLt(wt))

= P(r.DF) (W2”)

b(77)b(ut)

5

DF(U,‘U)t)

-

DF(U,W~).

(15)
Note that this inequality no longer telescopes. By Corollary 1.3 we have

(9)

Using the above definition of projection we now introduce our modification of the generalized gradient descent algorithms:
WY = f-l

-

0 5

DF(U,W~)

-

D~(U,wt+l),

provided that u lies in the constraint set. The sum of the two
inequalities is again a telescoping inequality with the same
functions a and b:

gen.grad.desc.upd.
projupd.
(10)

Since we now have two updates, we will refer to the intermediate weight vector following the generalized gradient update as WY. We call this algorithm the Constrained Generalized Gradient Descent Algorithm. We use C-GD(I’) and
C-EGU(I’) for the example algorithms of this paper.
The constraint sets Fgd and I’egu chosen for to obtain
shifting bounds for GD and EGU, respectively, are intimately
related to the static loss bounds proven for the original algorithms. In [KW97a] it is observed that the bounds of GD
depend on the 2-norm of both the instances xt and the predictor u, while in EGU (as well as EG) the bounds depend
on the m-norm of the instances xt and the l-norm of the
predictor u. The constraint set is associated with the predictor and the norm dual to the predictor’s norm. Thus the
constraint set rgd is the level set of the two-norm, and the
constraint set Iegu is a shifted level set of the co-norm.
Our worst-case loss bounds for C-GD(Fgd) thus depend on

Thus the constraint algorithms have the same static bounds,
provided that the comparison vector u lies in the constraint
set.
For the second part we assume that all the predictors
of predictor schedule (ui, . , ZQ) lie in the constraint set.
Thus Equation (16) holds for each trial:
a(v)b(Wt)

-

b(rl&(ut)

5

DF(

ut,

wt)

-

DF(W,

‘W+I).

(17)
This again does not telescope. We fix this by adding
GF(ut,W+l)

:= DF(Ut,wt+l)

- DF(Ut+l,Wt+l).
(18)

Intuitively, GF(ut, ut+i) measures the cost for shifting from
ut to ut+l. We will return to a discussion of this cost later.
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Convex Function F(w)
Link Function f(w)

sq(w) = ;c;=2=1wi2, w E !JY
id(w) = w, w E ZRn
Dsq(u, w) = c;=“=, f(w - wi)”

ne(w) = Cy=“=,wi lnwi - wi, w E [O, m)n
In(w) = (In wl,. . . , wn), W E (0, co)n
Dne(u, 20) = CyZl (ui ln $-, + wi - Ui)

DF(W'~U)

Gen. Grad. Desc. upd.

wtm+l,i = w,,e
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-VUt,i

regu = [z, 51”

Projection Update

Wt+1
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n
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Figure 1: Two constrained generalized gradient descent algorithms C-EGU( r egu) and C-GD(rgd),
Exponentiated Gradient and the Gradient Descent. Here Vt,i is shorthand for w.
22t,i(Wt

’ Xt

-

based on the Unnormalized

In the case of the square loss,

Vt,i

=

Yt).

By adding the Equation (17) and (18) and by summing over
all trials we get the following:

L(A,S)5 p&1,.

.. 4q$)

ut - ut+llll,
where H denotes the entropy function. By plugging into (19) we obtain

IIW+llll - wgll

L(C-EGU(regu),

pF(ul,w-

DF(Ue+l, We+i> - &GF(Ut,

‘k+l)].

+

(1%

Y&y

b(v)
S) I a(~)L((ul,.

. . , ue), S)

ne ~1, ~1) - Dne(ue+l,
(

we+l) + H(ul)

t=1

This would be a good bound if GF (ut , ut+l) was lower
bounded. Unfortunately this is not true for arbitrary wt+l .
For example, for the squared Euclidean distance,
Gsq(ut,ut+l)

= Ilutll;

- IIutflll;

-

2w+1

.

cut

-

-~(~e+l)+lluolll-lI

II; - 2yllw

w+1).

- ut+lllz>

(21)

2

and plugging into Equation (19) we obtain a reasonable upper bound of the form (2):

Ui,...

llw -

ut+l IIJ.

(22)
The third part is more involved and is covered in detail
in the rest of the paper. We only give a rough outline in this
section. The analysis applies directly to EGU and extends
the comparison class from l?egu = [$, $1” to [0, q]“. Since
the comparison vectors do not lie in the constraint set we
cannot use the Pythagorean Theorem. Instead, we directly
lower bound Gne(ut, ut+l). This lower bound will contain
a constant term -7, having the effect that our loss bounds for
the extended concept class grow with the sequence length.
Careful tunings of y ameliorate this effect.

Observe that unless we have a bound on some norm of wt+l,
the cost Gsq(ut, u t+l) cannot be lower bounded solely in
terms of ut and ut+l. However, wt+l E rgd and thus by
our choice of the constraint set lYg& b’t+l iI2 < ‘Y.Through
an application of HGlder’s inequality, we have
- llut+l

$
t-1

(20)

Gsq(ut, ut+l) > llutll;

ue+llll+ln~~~

SHIFTING C-EGU(&&
PREDICTORS IN [0,;1”

FOR

We begin by proving a lower bound for Gne(ut, ut+l) as
defined in Equation (18) when ut and ut+l
lie
in [0, :]”
instead of regu = [z, 51”

,Ue),S)

Lemma 2.1. Let w E [0, m)“, and let ut, ut+l
Then

e

Gne(ut,ut+l)

+ 27 c lbt - ut+1 II21
t=1

> -H(ut)+H(vt+l)-ll~tJl,tllut+lII~

- ln(~)l/ut

Part two for the divergence function Dne is similar. Again
the constraint set is used to obtain a lower bound of the G
function: Gegu(ut, ut+l) > -H(ut)+H(ut+l)-llut
II1+

E [0, F]“.

- ut+llll

- 7.

(23)

ProoJ Note that the divergence Dne is a simple sum over
coordinates, and the constraint set regu is the same in each
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coordinate. By a one-dimensional argument one can show
that

schedules (ui, . . , ue) E {[0, $I”}“,
we have the bound

P(regu,Dne)
Cw)= p([$,m)n,Dne)
(P([O,~]“,Dne)
Cw)).

L(C-EGW’egU),

Lets’ = P(lo,~~ll,~ne)(w),andletw”
= P(lt;-,03)n,one)(~‘)
The sum of the following three inequalities gives Inequality (23), thus proving the lemma:
Dne(ut,w)
Dne(Ut,

w’)

Dne(ut
- lbtlll

, w”)

Dne(ut,w’)
-

>

Dne(ut,
-

Dne(ut+l

(24)

0

w”)

L

2

- W~)l/w

3

(25)

-Y

> w”)

+ IIw+llll

&(~ll~llll+ll(~lY-

-H(w) +
- ut+llll.

(26)

- W~)i-~~t,iln’
i=l

WI

i=l

From the definition of w’ and 20” it follows that WI - WY 2
-z and wi’ - w: > 0. Thus the first sum is lower bounded
by -y and the second sum is lower bounded by zero, giving
us Inequality (25).
For the proof of Inequality (26) we expand Dne, apply
Holder’s inequality and the fact that w:’ E [ 2, 51 :
Dne(ut,

w”)

-

Dne(ut+l,

= -H(w)

+

w”)

- IlWlll

H(w+1)
1

n

CL
i=l

(Ut,i

-

W+l,i)

2 -H(w)
n
l+)llut

Y

In

+

y-gy
z

+

+ Il~tflll~

-

1

fJ(w+1)

-

+ lIw+llII

- IlWlll

ut+llll.

By plugging the lower bound of the lemma into Equation (19)
we obtain an upper bound which is the same as Equation (22),
except for the additional term &:
For all predictor schedules (ui, . . . , ue) E { [0, ;I”}“,

ui,wi)
wue+l)+lluoll~-ll

b(v)
S) I ----~?4(ui,.
a(v)

w+~ll,+lnC~I

2
’

lb-h -

+ H(ui)

OPEN PROBLEMS
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We feel that we are developing important methods based
on projections that can be used for proving worst-case loss
bounds when the predictor from the comparison class is allowed to shift. These methods apply to such algorithms as
the WM Algorithm[LW94], the Aggregating Algorithm[Vov95],
the Hedge Algorithm[FS97], and various exponentiated gradient algorithms [KW97a, HKW95, By197, KW97b], as well
as Winnow [Lit88]. Just the static bounds for the constraint
algorithms are already interesting in their own right. A number of detailed applications will be included in the full paper.
There were two algorithms for the shifting expert setting. The Fixed-share Algorithm, which essentially lower
bounded the weights, and the Variable-share Algorithm, which
lets the weights of the algorithm go to zero. So far we have
only developed the methodology for the updates corresponding to the Fixed-share Algorithm (i.e. we use clipping to
define the convex region Iegu associated with the exponentiated gradient algorithms). For the alternate bounds (in progress)
we want to let the weights go close to zero and only pull back
the weights when the master incurs large loss. Thus we need
to use a dynamic convex region that we project into at end of
each trial.
A nice application for the projection update may be made
to prediction portfolios on-line[Cov91, HSSW96]. In this
case linear inequality constraints may be used to express relations that must be maintained between the instruments of
the portfolio.
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APPENDIX: DIVERGENCES
AND THE
GENERALIZED
PYTHAGOREAN
THEOREM
We begin by giving a more detailed definition of Bregman
divergences. Here ri and bd denote the relative interior and
relative boundary of a set [Roc70].
Definition A.l. Let F be a function from a closed convex
set E C %?’ into !I?such that the following three conditions
hold:
(Cl)

F is strictly convex.

(C2) F is dtferentiable.
(C3) Vr E bdE,Vs,

29

t Erie:

(VF(r)-VF(s),t-r)

< 0.

Then the Bregman divergence DF : E
fined as

x

Proof If w E H, then P(H,&,)(w) = w and the proposition trivially holds. Assume w $ H. By expanding the DF
(cf. Definition A. 1) we get the following equivalent form of
Equation (28):

ri E--+[O, 00) is de-

DF(u, w) = F(U) - F(w) + (w - U, VF(w)).

(27)

The conditions that F is strictly convex and F is differentiable guarantee that DF(u, w) > 0 and u = w *
DF(U, w) = 0.
The technical Condition (C3) guarantees that any projection (Definition 1.1) w.r.t. to the divergence will not lie on
the boundary of E. Note that the inner product in Condition
(C3) is the directional derivative of DF (., s) at the point r in
the direction t - T. The direction t - T is the direction from
T (any point in bd E) to t (any point in ri E).
The divergence DF(u, w) is strictly convex in u since
it is the sum of a strictly convex function and a linear function. Similarly, DF(u, w) is continuous in u. We define
the open and closed balls relative to a point and a divergence
< c} and B,(w)
= {ZJ :
as B,(w) = {w : D~(n,w)
DF(z), w) 2 E}. Since DF(u, w) is continuous in u, the
closure B,(w) is equal to B,(w).
It is straightforward to
check that these balls are strictly convex sets since DF (., w)
is strictly convex. In the full paper we will also show the
following:
Proposition A.2. For any point w E ri E, B,(w)

(u

-

P(H,D,)(w),

VF(w)

-

VF(P(H,D,)(W)))

=

0.

(29)
We now proceed to prove an implicit form of the projection.
Computing the projection is a convex programming problem, i.e. the computation of argmin,DF(v, w) subject to
the constraint that u lies in the convex set EnH. We may
ignore the constraint 2, E E, since technical Condition (C3)
ensures that 21is in ri E. We introduce a Lagrange multiplier
X for the equality constraint that u E H:
L(x,

v)

=

D~(2f,

W)

+

A((?

v)

(30)

Y/).

-

Thus for the projection the following equation holds:

=

VF(P~H,D,,(W))

- VF(w)

+ XX.

Rewriting the above equation, we have
VF(w)

is bounded.

-

VF(P(H,D~)

(w))

=

(31)

AZ,

and the left-hand-side of (29) becomes X(‘IL-~(H,D~) (w), 2).
Since (z, p(H,DF)(w)) = y and (2, ‘1~)= y, this inner prodcl
uct is zero.

The uniqueness of the projection essentially follows from
the boundedness and strict convexity of the balls, and the
convexity of the constraint set.
Proposition A.3. Given w E ri E and a closed convex set I?
such that I’nri E # 0, then P(r,nF) (w) exists and is unique.

We next show the generalized Pythagorean Theorem for projections onto halfspaces.

Proof Without loss of generality, assume I C E. We first
show existence. Let A = DF(I’, w). Since all points in A
are lower bounded by 0, a = inf A exists. We now prove
a lies in A, which proves the existence of a projection. Let
6 > 0. The ball B,+s(w) is closed and bounded. Therefore
the intersection B = ??a+6(w)nr is closed and bounded.
Since we are in ZR”, this implies that B is compact. Let C =
DF(B, w). Since B is compact and DF(., 20) is continuous,
it follows that C is compact. Since C is compact, inf C must
lie in C. It follows that a projection exists and all projections
lie in D = {u : DF(u, w) = inf C}nr. We now show that
the set D has a single element, and hence the projection is
unique. Let s, t be distinct elements of D and let u = *.
Then u E I?, since l? is convex. Since DF(., w) is strictly
convex, DF(u, w) < w
+ 9
= inf C, which
0
is a contradiction. Hence P(r,DF~(w) IS unique.

Proposition A.5. Given a divergence DF : E x ri E-+ [0, CO),
a closedhalfspace 7-L= {v : (2, U) 5 y} such that’?-Lflnri E #
0, and points w E ri E and u E Ti, then
DF(%W)

DF(U,P(H,DF)(W))

+

+

DF(&,D&‘)+‘).

Proof The case w E 3c is trivially true. Assume w 6 3c.
Equation (32) has the following equivalent form:
(U

-

P(~c,D~)(w),

VJ’(w)

-

VF(P(.H,D,)(W)))

I

0.

(33)
The projection of w clearly lies on the boundary of the halfspace, i.e. the hyperplane H = {W : (z, w) = y}. Thus
F(X,D,)(w)
= P(H,DF)(w).
Finding the projection is a
convex programming problem subject to an inequality constraint. Thus the parameter X in (30) is now a Kuhn-Tucker
coefficient and Equation (3 1) again holds. This lets us rewrite
the left-hand-side of (33) as x(u - P(H,DF)(w),2).
We
complete the proof by showing that this expression is at most
zero. First note that the projection lies on the boundary H of
?! and thus the Kuhn-Tucker coefficient is positive. Finally,
(2, P(H,DF) (w)) = y and (z, u) 5 y. so we have that

Proposition A.4 Given a divergence DF : E x ri E-+ [0, co),
a hyperplane H = {U : (CC,W) = y} such that Hnri E # 0,
and points w E ri E and u E H, then
=

DF(%~(~,D&“))

(32)

We prove a sequence of three propositions. The first and
third comprise Theorem 1.2, the generalization of the
Pythagorean Theorem. The following proposition treats the
special case of this theorem when l? is a hyperplane (second
part of Theorem 1.2).

DF(WW)

>

x(u

-

P(H,DF)

(w),

x)

5

0.
0

We now prove the first part of the generalized Pythagorean
Theorem:

DF(P(H,DF)(W),W).

(28)

30

Proposition Ah. Given a divergence DF : E x ri E-+ [0, m),
a closed convex set r such that I’nri E # 0, and points
w E ri Eandu E I’, then
DF(%W)

>

DF(%

+,D,,@‘))

+

DF(&,D&‘)+‘).

(34)
Proo$ The case w E r is again trivially true. Assume w 6
r. Let E = DF(P~~,D~)(w), w). Consider the balls B,(w)
and B,(w).
Note that B,(w)nr
= 0 and B,(w)nr
=
P(r,u,)(w).
Let ‘fl be a halfspace that contains r but does
not intersect with B,(w). The existence of such a halfspace
is implied by the Hahn-Banach separation Theorem ([Rud9 1,
~591). (This theorem says that for any disjoint open and
closed sets there exists a halfspace containing the closed set
such that this halfspace is disjoint with the open set.)
we now claim that p(r,o,)(w)
= p(~!D~)(w).
Provided this claim is true, the current proposttton clearly follows from the previous one. Since 3c 2 r,

On the other hand < is impossible because B,(w) and 31 are
disjoint. Thus the above inequality must be an equality and
claim follows from the uniqueness of projections.
q
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